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I

n this age of advanced technology, a clinician must rely on
more than subjective findings
(e.g. palpation and auscultation)
when evaluating the temporomandibular joint. We need a way
to objectively assess our patient’s
joint health and document both
the pre-treatment conditions and
the response to the treatments we
provide. One of the personal computer based tools available to
evaluate temporomandibular joints
is JVA,* Joint Vibration Analysis
(Fig. 1). The existence of this type
of evaluation of the jaw joint in
function is critical for objective,
diagnostically driven treatment.

duces very little friction and
almost no vibration. Surface
changes, such as those caused by
subtle degenerations, any perforations or mechanical displacements generally produce friction
and some vibration. Different disorders produce different vibration
patterns or “signatures”. Joint
Vibration Analysis helps the clinician identify these conditions
from the vibration patterns and
helps distinguish a primary TMJ
dysfunction from other painful
conditions.

Joint Vibration Analysis (JVA)
is based on simple principles of
motion and friction: When smooth
surfaces rub together, little friction is created... and thus little
vibration.
However, if surfaces become
rough, then friction causes vibrations when these surfaces articulate (Fig. 2). The TMJ is a ginglymo-arthroidial joint with surfaces
that glide together in function.
The smooth, well-lubricated surfaces in a healthy joint have a biomechanical relationship that pro46
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FIGURE 1—JVA recorder.

When we hear sounds, we distinguish one sound (vibration)
from another by their differing
amplitudes (loudness), durations
(long vs. short sounds) and pitch,
harmonics, etc. (sound qualities).
JVA does the same thing, but
more accurately, without any subjectivity, with honest reproducibly
and providing a permanent record
that is available for valid comparisons is the future.

SOUNDS VS. VIBRATIONS
Are Vibrations and Sound the
same? Well, yes and no. All audible sounds come from vibrations,
but not all vibrations produce an
audible sound. In fact, our ears
are simply incapable of hearing
joint vibrations at the low frequencies that some important
joint pathologies produce. We
may also be confused by the combined sounds of two conditions
present in the same joint or the
side it’s on. This is probably why
research studies show that auscultation has about the same
accuracy as random chance.1-4
Furthermore, ears (and microphones, incidentally) pick up
room sound and other artifacts,
where JVA picks up only vibrations from the joint itself.
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JVA AS A PROCESS

way to monitor joint function during the course of treatment. While
it does not eliminate the need for
expensive imaging, it allows the
practitioner to make a more informed decision whether the cost
of imaging is justified.
OH

The process of JVA is initiated by
recording bilaterally the vibration
waveforms in the time domain
(Fig. 3a). This provides the measures of amplitude and duration.
Next, an FFT is calculated, which
supplies the indications of pitch
and harmonics (fig. 3b).
What becomes evident to the
practitioner is that each TM
joint condition is accompanied
by a specific combination of
amplitude, duration and frequency characteristics.

FIGURE 2—Rough surfaces produce
vibrations.

According to Research
performed by Dr Albert
Owen III,5 the incidence of
TMD signs and symptoms in
adolescents has been reported to range from 18 percent
to 63 percent. In fact,
Widmalm et al6 found a
prevalence of joint sounds of
16.7 percent even among
pre-school children (mean FIGURE 3—A) Time domain; B) Frequency domain.
age = 5.1 yrs) and Alamoudi
et al7 found a prevalence of 16.5 is a skill with a steep learning
percent among 3-7 year-olds. More curve that requires great tactile
recently, List et al8 found that sensitivity and suffers from a low 7.
seven percent of adolescents aged specificity. Even though it is usu12 to 18 years were diagnosed ally done bilaterally, it can be very 8.
with painful TMD. Since adoles- difficult to distinguish which side
cence is the primary age for ortho- is causing the joint sound.12
9.
dontic treatment, it behooves the
clinician to perform a thorough
JVA, in contrast, is a passive
TMJ diagnosis prior to initiating device that; 1) objectively records all
10.
treatment, as well as monitor the of the vibrations of the underlying
status of the joints during treat- tissue during function, 2) distin- 11.
ment. Similar studies9-11 in the guishes which side the vibration
adult populations have shown originates on, 3) creates a visual
that up to 50 percent have at least image of the vibration, 4) measures 12.
one sign of TMJ dysfunction.
the intensity of the vibration, 5) precisely quantifies the frequency con- 13.
Traditionally, we have used pal- tent and 6) provides a permanent
pation and auscultation to detect record for future comparison. JVA is 14.
TM joint “sounds”. Auscultation is less invasive and more accurate13-17
dependent upon the hearing abili- than auscultation or palpation with
15.
ty of the examiner and is limited a repeatable permanent record of
to unilateral testing with no per- TM joint function or dysfunction.
manent record. The interpretation And, it can be recorded by a staff
16.
of these “sounds” has been shown member in about a minute.
to be very difficult — “What type
of sound was it?” — “Did it occur
JVA is a great screening test 17.
upon every opening?” “Which side since it has such a high specificidid the sound occur on?” Palpation ty.15 It is also the ideal, low cost
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